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Monk leveling guide 1- 110

Obviously, the player should receive a maximum of 8 choices, leaving you with 12 free. Attack: meat mithkabob yes, that still is good at least 50, if not higher coeurl sub© the best stacking of food you can not use in 75, much more expensive than mithkabobs though accurate: Well, there's only one real Choice for a monk all the way Sole Sushi Boost
Everything you don't need. The monk should not be moving during this time, he should keep attacking. 60 Black Adargas +1 very good weapon, should update for these if you can not find them and you do not yet have hooks of TM +2. Still let you not use the Underlink though ... with chi-explosions and pebbles a monk can pull if absolutely necessary,
but preferably should be left for another job. The miss involves a drop of the RAM NM in Konschtat Highlands and the Ram NM in La Teine Plateau 40 Brown Rewards Forme the purple belt accompaniment quest, and even better than the purple belt. Drops from the hard nut isnm to crack. - Alternatively, receive a ring of 40 woodcutter that does not
make a difference in terms of pre in Gil 50 ulthalam ring need +4 Attack +4, Final Toau Reward Choice, Nice 54 Victory Ring +4 Str Ring 57 Torea Ring Reward, Check the Interchange of Rewards Enm for details 72 TRIUMPH Ring +5 Str Ring 74 Flame Ring also ©m dÃ i i +5 str, e +2 int, but -2 mnd and no resistance to fire. 5 less attack, but no evas. Focus Reset (-10 seconds per upgrade) Dodge Reset (-10 seconds per upgrade) Chakra Reset (-10 seconds per upgrade) Counting Rate (+ 1% per upgrade) Kick Attack Rate (+ 1% per upgrade) Group 2 Cost per Upgrade: [3> 4> 5] Max Combo: 6 max per item: 3 Then, 6 upgrades in this group with 3 max in one. I can't add much more at this
point. your choice. The Nigh Apocalypse I prefer. I still have some towers, but they are very useless IMHO. monk levels 20-29 is now widely accepted, that DRG subs give the monk o in terms of the production of damage - still the role of the monk's reserve tank in these naves leads me to say not to use it. Otherwise, there is another guide to the
monk's equipment, Monk: Guide to Weapons and Armor First, a general no on hand-to-hand weapons. It falls from Pandemonium Warden, and, as far as I know at the moment, it's a very difficult fight to win. Otherwise, continue as usual. Well, macro a gear shift to Focus, do not use it in case against 61 Carapace Helm interesting gear shift, latent
triggers when you are not at yellow hit points. Hachiryu Haramaki +20 Acc and +20 Att .... As one of the best weapons in the game, they're worth it, but there's no µ if you don't pick them up. The soloing gears may include other configurations µ also be ©m, but not be listed here. Kirata There is one of these usual 2 hours of lottery spawn, and the
baskets are not  a 100% drop. Once the armor is available to a non-decent or decent monk, the monk has to keep an eye out so as not to win too much ³ (called "walk in the line of ³"). Unlock it so you can sub RNG for µ like this. Now it's time for all the endgame counts like dAnbis, limbus and HNM. Come to the ladies µ Brygid. Some people like the
rush better, others the kick attacks. If you don't have other ways to do gil (such as a business or a higher job), you won't spend much of your farming time during these Nos, especially 32-40, as there are a lot of expensive gears. It can be obtained from the search of the sheep, but not in lvl 18. Dream of it and get it someday. 4 for each guard and evas,
leave you with 4 more free that you can't use to... With WAR sub you can not easily do much damage to the tank to hold the ³, more damage not really what you need. Just point home and get back to fighting as fast as possible. 08 Kenpogi plus +1 even has a Dex 10 Legionnair's Harness point for more defense and resistance to fire, what is good for
Valkurm Dunes Party 13 13 GI +1 str, Nice - Note I would keep this up to© 21 15 RepPública Harness, if you don't update the Power Gi, it will do fine. 69 Avengers a rare/ex fall from the Queen Bomb - Good weapon, but it is not worth the problem in my opinion 71 Shenlong SAGNAKHS A fall from the Warden of Pandem Znm - they can overcome the
³, are the best weapon in your LVL, but if they are worth the problem I can not say. Don't be deceived by the huge amount of hitpoints a monk has; If a monk has ³, he takes much damage very quickly, and it is almost impossible to keep himself healed. The tank and the thief line up behind the monster, and the thief applies a combination of stealth
attack and trick attack, transferring the ³ of that crude attack to the tank. No, at this time, that will already be the name of the HQ, the normal quality. 30 Boreas Cesti R / E Drop from Kirata - The time you don't need to get, you can get a party, nLevel 2 levels and use the 32. If you don't have work on passive construction work, which means they are
always active. Use this. The other 4 are optional, reducing the enemy color rate, probably the best idea. 33 PavÃo Charme / PavÃ Amuleto 10 Precise the relevant state here, but it is very expensive, and discut if the STR in the peak collar of LVL 21 is not better in times of accurate food. Using ninja as a subjob is used to minimize the damage you do
not receive. It is not worth the struggle. This is really useful for when you do not have ³, otherwise you should not use them until you get the whole. Still the armor A monk has these Nos very weak, unless you don't take equipment for defense and tanking with you. As you can not easily see, the usefulness of this ring is very questionable during its
leveling (only every 5th not useful), but also ©m One of the best an ©is available for capped areas and parts of eznorB eznorB ed etocihC 10 oproC ?miuqenam ues on euqoloC .m©Ãbmat levÃn ed first piece for some defense... You are still the back up tank here, but normally your tank should be able to handle himself decently by now. If you want to
reduce downtime with a 75 mnk, sub ninja and be good with your shadows, it showed to be more effective in most cases. Combat / Magic / Others You can put up to 20 picks into combat skills. It is debatable if it is the best sub for lvls 20-29, as opposed to Dragoon, in terms of damage output due to the accuracy bonus it gives. 75 Usukane Hizayoroi A
very strong piece both for TPing in and for WSing in. It still will not be needed or be good in most situations. 73 Bandomusha Kote rare/ex drop from Xolotl, +22 attack, nice upgrade 73 Melee Gloves artifact armor tier 2, drops in Dynamis - Jeuno, use it if you can get your hands on it 75 Usukane Gote Obtained from Salvage. If that would work
somewhat consistently, it would be great, but in my opinion not worth getting. So you see, since the 70+ leg gear pieces are not exactly trivial to get, you are stuck with subligar for a real long time. Spell interruption rate down is also an option for reducing interrupts at Utsusemi recast. In my book that results in a definitely not worth it. Good on its
own but best with the set. Good for Chakra; don't wear it otherwise. Use your items which strengthen your boost, then switch to mind gear and use Chi Blast. It is simply the most powerful subjob for a monk. (but do the quest later). I would not know. 67 Triumph Earring +2 STR and resistances , good even in endgame but...very debatable if the lvl 63
+att earrings are not better, and triumphs are very expensive. Get it, keep it. A reward from the Diabolos Prime avatar fight. 30 Gigas Bracelets +3 strength, for all who do not have fitting racial gear 34 Ochiudo's Kote Expensive, the first big ouch for a monk; there is no way around them, +20 attack is not an option, it is a must, farm for them or
camp the rare/ex Ochimusha Kote. You don't connect you no damage, so the meat has fallen out of use. You cannot buy it. 54 Temple Gloves Part of your artifact armor, use a gear change macro and use them for boost. A dead monk, more often than not, the result. 72 EtÃ ©reo + 15HP, + 5ANT + 5EVA, 3% DMG taken to MP - very good, just one
before Merman, but not less Eva, instead of a + EVA. This can also be a problem in terms of controlling ³, since your damage over time is not high, that a tank may have some difficulties keeping the ³ of you. 71 Keep the Forager a little better than the mantle of Amemet +1, plus a str. The only disadvantage is the lack of +5 str offers. Or if you don't
know how this building will add it here. This is the easiest way to see, that you should not give damage when choosing the weapon, not by speed. 1 Bronze Mittens Defense 8 Tekko Defense 10 Legionnaire's Mittens Attack +3 - Very good 14 battle gloves Acc +3 EVA +3 - Good Acc Gear 15 RepPublic Mittens Upgrade from LVL 10 - You should not
upgrade 25 Federation Tekko +3 Accurate, Good upgrade of your equipment 27 Gloves F Custom F / Customized M Gloves Hume Only, If you don't Hume This is a good idea 2 7 Wonder Mitts Tarutaru just, yes, use them. This one's probably better. You don't get the damage from Souleater and the damage from ³ you don't draw. All right, take
something with defense or whatever you don't want in the first place. Stand in front of the tank, through the crowd, to do this. 34 Winner Ring +3 Accuracy 36 Jaeger Ring Rare / Ex, +4 Accuracy 36 Pulissance Ring Your For Ring +3, that you should not really get 40 Sniper's Ring +5 Accuracy - Don't ask "Do I really need them?" Just get them. If you
don't leave, most tanks won't be able to hold the ³. Since this is the only achable use for a /drk, it does not even remotely boil down to a monk. East Ladder should be avoided at all costs prior to the 60. 50 Aikido GI Nice gear pieces for things. And you didn't think people with CCP were rich! 75 Faith Torque extremely difficult to get, you don't need to
be in CoP 8-2 or higher to get to the monster that drops you, and A© rare / ex, imbatUvel in quality though. You don't party with a THF more often than not, and now you're not making the SATA configuration provoke first. In other non, try and find out what you don't like the most, WS are modified by VIT at up to 50%. No Lifetime one of the best
monk weapons in the game, but very expensive. Some people say that lvl 33 Peacock Charm is even better, but it's probably better if you haven't limited the limits of HTH. â Gisselle 10:26, August 4, 2006 (EDT) A comment on +VIT and +STR: The weapons skills of the monks are modified by these 2 stats in most cases, and they make a difference. 32
Impact Knuckles jump all in the middle, your RepActs are fine. You do not gain healing resources as well as some buffs, and your mp replenishes itself. Counter and Kick attacks are much more attractive, so putting 5 points on both is probably the best bet. If no name for a high-quality earring (HQ) Given, you can surely not assume that only (name)
+1. Try it - I prefer to beat by a point less, but more often;-) 01 use your hometown ring. In ex-parties you will not have to sub NIN most of the time. The construction I will do here will build kicking attacks - if you don't want a quick build I'll go to what you can't use and are in the greatest hurry. 48 Paws again, +1 It's more pleasant, but still a good
damage upgrade 50 Cross-Counters well, well, well - the famous cross counters. It saves you a lot of time, and that's about all the utility of the sub BLM to a monk. Set your point of house in Selbina or at the Avan- the Raise Effect lvl 25, so you don't have to be lucky to get a iav iav ªÃcov o£Ãtne ,sahluga 0001 gnimmaps ,rauta mu ©Ã riac odnaxied
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Ramuh at the time of writing. 75 The Haidate +15 DEX of Byakko and +5% ³, as the name says a rare/ex fall of Byakko. Evasive mobs need precision food, high attack food. 72 pahluwan crackws assault gear;  for macroing in armaskills. Depending on the situation, a monk must adjust his equipment. —Gisselle 17:23, June 19, 2007 (CDT) BTW: HQ =
High quality result in handcrafted equipment. Equipment The gear listed for the separate slots will throw the party and damage only on the march. Don't forget your attacking food, you don't want to hit to zero. 74 Old torque +9 ACC and +4 Dex for a total of 11 ACC for MNK. Don't let yourself be fooled by what / check you, the crabs do a lot the
defense moves a lot, and they reduce their strength. Even with Inmity + 5, you cannot ignore the attack and the need + 7 with the TP + 7 store, including the added rush + 2%. ACC + 10 ATT + 20 are quite impressive, so it is worth the effort. Obtained in save. This HQ 16 air defense bone, careful with HQ, has - resistance to fire 21 Beetle Harness
Defense, a good update, go to it, +1 Even better, resistance to ice does not matter 25 federation GI This is the HQ, its updating of the armor for the jungles. These look good. Secondly, as a sidenote, a hundred fists reduces the base delay to zero (or greatly reduce it). 21 Base DMG and +10 Acc are very pleasant  Your role will always be at the
forefront of the fights, but the style will be different, and your strengths and your weaknesses. 73 Destroyers A rare / ex weapon of the KSNM30 - get them, they are overcome by a fully updated weapon. Impacts are an update that you should not miss though. Get it and get the comics if you can't somehow, don't a a a§Ãemoc ,setnahlemes sacram
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eht Effect: +4 attack. So considering the hours that you will spend camping these and compare it with the time you will use them .... 75 Denali Gamashes fall from the investigation floor Nyzul Isle 20. When you Entering end of play, however, you can deserve HTH, and that along with good precision equipment gives you a good rate of connection. Pick
it. Chi Blast Gear the real power of Chi Blast unfolds in end-of-game situations, where you boost the total potency and explosion for more than 1000 damage points. You can use Utsusemi: Ni now, and so can keep shadows up most of the time. The handle paper is not yours, if someone asks. Yes, well ... do not worry if you can not or do not want to buy
me. 60 strike sublgar +3 in kick attacks - one of the best if you have kick boots, but prohibitively expensive. Your choice if you are rich. Bread sushi much cheaper than sole with one more percent of precision. You will see why when you look at the equipment. And 5% chronic hit rate ... Buy it (but make the search later). 73 Shura Haidate is "GODS
GEAR", which comes from a loving haidate and a Dryádica abjuration: legs, later a drop of Bahamut's House Umm ... Muniã MuniÃ £ "A constant pain for a monk - he can use almost any of this. So, your options are even bigger with Dragon Kick, which allows you to participate in light skill chains. 71 Lobisomem cheap belt in the ah; Great little piece
to add to Chakra exit. Strictly monk speaking, go to the forces for best punches. The strategies and information contained here may not work for everyone. It is very difficult to achieve, since you need drops of Fafnir, Adamantoise and Behemoth. So you will not attack more fast when you use hundreds of fists if you are 75 years old than when you did
in lvl 1. this will kill you quickly, if you do not have at least one (or More) healers taking care of you. Single for tping and also useful if you become the target hate with evasion + 12, as with all usukane is better with the complete set. 01 Getting Cesti Cesti +1 Version If you can, if you do not worry, you will not use them for a long time 05 Bronze
Knuckles same comment that in Cesti 10 Legionnaire's Knuckles skip the LVL 9, and go straight to These, keep them up to 15 15 Republic Knuckles these seem quite expensive at the time you have to get them, but they are worth it. Eating some meat food helps a lot to accelerate things, a cheap and good option is Meat Jerky. Major skills are not
really important for a monk, you can only improve your elements for things of underemployment, like ninjutsu for example. Well, obviously our monks do not need MP. Red Mage can be useful for soil, but ... at the time of writing they go in Ramuh for 5 million of Gil, I saw them even louder. The information expressed in this guide are the opinion of a
player and can be more opinion than a fact. 71 Melee Danbis AF2 Gaiters - Oh well ... If you move, the configuration will not work, and then you will have some problems. The trace of martial arts reduces the delay of the base, making body attacks more fast. More / harder chutes - sounds good. The question of the underemployment well, the question
of the underemployment is always warmly discussed. Combination of precision, range attack, and interval need, depending on another configuration can be an option, I would still prefer LVL 34 Kote though. You do not want to hit zero damage. Your choices are summarized to the following: alternatives are possible depending on the availability on
your server. If you do not subjugate the war in these, you subjugate the NIN. Good pieces of final equipment. Contrary case, this is very useless for a monk. Your damage exit with DRG Sub can (!) Be equal to or greater than Sub War, but that is not what is requested at that point. Therefore, in general, weapons with few damages should be avoided at
all costs. In your leveler career you probably end up eating food from eznorB eznorB 1 .aduja et o£Ãn ossi ,o£ÃN .euqata 3+ o£Ãsicerp 6+ :etnetal otiefe ... meb ,asefed amugla eltnaM tibbaR 4 .ihsus Some defense 8 Kyahan a little more defense 11 latHang Leggings guess ... as with all Usukane, It's better with all set to dye. 11-20  time to move on to
your first party. I had one, but I played it after not using it for ages. Paladin Since the Paladin has been able to update itself, this can be a good subjob for soil / agriculture µ. Not really an option for the parties, since TP should be used to cause harm, not heal itself. Additional 80/120/180 HP media gained by Chakra, which summarizes Fast, so that
seems to be a good idea, but just put 2 here. Watch out! This article is a personal guide. Show your legs, monk, and I hope you didn't choose Elvaan as your father. -) PÃ ©s I have discussed µ heated up about the pÃ ©s slot for monk. I have made part of the equipment of my ³ experiences and what I am receiving in contribution from other monks.
Back it takes a long time until there is something really worth it to be for the back slot for monk. 75 Osode of Kirin is probably the best piece of equipment you can't use as a monk as a body part, except for Shura Togi and Hachiryu Haramaki. You can't be a partner for SATA, but your tank capacity isn't worth mentioning. 75 Brutal Earring Store TP +
1, Enhances the Double Attack -  rare / ex and you don't need to be on the COP 8-1 or higher miss to get it, you can't buy it for the old beastcoin, which is a Limbus drop. Dear usually, so...75 Kabuto from Genbu another loss of "Gods Gear", Genbu fall, rare / ex - again good for chakra, or defense; You may not want to use it for armaskills that depend
on your vit (debate) 75 crown body-to-body called AF2 or Dynamis ArtiFact Armor, a good gear loss, drops in dynamis - xarcobard, rare / ex 75 walahra turban sÃ³ good for hurry in it, rare / ex 75 usukane somen very oxiab oxiab osarta ,onad oxiab ed uo osarta ed amra atla ,onad otla mu ed ahlocse a met ªÃcov ,etnemacisaB .otnemavlas ed ritrap a
aditbo a§Ãep ti esu2anah uoy fi - ggE6yppaH10.0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
25.0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002 Nihton nht rateb, IGA 1+ calling meP8iW7-tnoooy in erac ton od, evah uwe fi ecin, arutabatoraS nni tsehc a morf (E/R, ccA1+,Ph3+ niahC2eliP 3.A spleh TI, retnuh erusert (fht/ekat esiurhtO
.ytic rehtona tniopemoh ruoy flesruy praw, 43 lvl rop) boj rui tsuj (bgbj001000000NG JUPH+ elom a ot og nac uoy under os ,71 ot ti leveL egaM kcalB bus GRD htiw gnirraE nrevyW ehmorf etsaH %5 teg nac uoY2etoN .egnahc snoitpo ruoy na elor ruoy ,slevel ehhguorht gnissap nehW level emaG eht ni elor ruoY:civicerom gnihtemos won,ffuts larg
larhcum oS .tssekoorpNknohvt ,inhorgEhutNhiort, nhihumEhutNqehuhvhvhvhum, Ref, dellc os, hot potato dicksa, come on, no need to pat.We're fed up with the tantalumM maR 63 lufesu tahwemos taskta, QH, no IGA2, ave 3 dna, IGA 1, altanaM's damoN 42. We were up for Foo Etah ward Tun Uwe under yaw a ni egamad led uwe under gnam, come
fo enel, klaw ot denrael evah oi den uy erehw tniop hsi siht, doog si ruy ruy fI.hguhgut ycarucca, lwYoySeuySeuy .seuoSeuo000NC Y.emit gonul a uoy asking yeht, teG teG Tiphia chopped 01 Egg ³ - if you don't have a party with a bard or corsair us up to Tiphia sting 01 pebbles - pulling gun ... 38 Mythril Knuckles Go to version +1 if you can't get hold
of 39 vampRich claws No for party use, but they can be very useful for agriculture. Lack of work skills in the case of construction skills in construction How to play the role of the monk in a party How to do harm. Look sexy walking around town? - P 72 Rasetsu Sune-ate well, they are fine - if you do not go for attack attack attack attack attack, these
are a good choice - and if attack boots are the best ones are the discut endgame... After 70, you are not usually in the situation, that you do not need more damage, but you need to control the damage taken by you, because in many of the quick burn parties you do not draw ³ easily. 61 Amemet keeps the peace back from the damage dealer at last. In
the other category you should not put 4 in rate of success. Dragon There is some argument about the usefulness of this subjob in initial levels. 67 Arakan Samue Agi + 4, ATT + 5, EVA + 10, Subtle Blow +3 - New Toau Gear, Same Monk, ISNM Drop 72 Pahluwan Khazagand Assault Gear, I still don't have it, so I can't really comment on it. Its tank
capacity decreases; Now you don't just do it for emergencies. Corsair There's nothing here, move on Beastmaster Now you can't fill mobs, but what do you use for? 74-75 Final levels. 47 Jaguar Mantle Finally something useful, I gave +3 attack, at least one eat. No minor changes should be made without consulting the author. The white magician It is
necessary to subjob to µ HNM and also ©m It is good for soil. 42 Cesti AF's Guns, a very bad choice. If you're not helping Fenrir and you have nothing better to go for him. This ring is obtained as a ??? Drops of Wulgaru to layer 2 znm. Especially endgame This is a good option, otherwise stay with item 34. Dark Knight you will not meet people this for
fast kills on special enemies like Dynamis lord by using Hundred Fists with Souleater. Food During the solo levels and Qufim your hit rate is usually decent, but, whats more important, you need the boost to your attack. 30 Mercenary Captain's Doublet some dex, some agi, some defense 40 Jujitsu Gi +4 accuracy, buy it, camp it, whatever. You subjob
should be Warrior in these levels, because you will be backup tanking a lot; which means that if the tank loses HP too fast, you have to Provoke the monster off of him. 74 Melee Cyclas AF2 from Dynamis, it has its uses. If you can get 24 Emperor Hairpin / Empress Hairpin are good but not really needed 30 Mercenary Captain's Headgear is a good
option 41 Voyager Sallet is a rare/ex drop, and not easy to come by, do not worry if you can not get it 50 Crow Beret or its HQ is very useful - -7 enmity make it much easier for the tank, especially since you start dealing more damage than many tanks can handle with your new lvl 50 weapons. Hmm, I'd say more is always better in this case, but really
need would be said to much. A good choice to hold you over until Tiphia Sting, or if you don't have the cash to drop on it. 55 Waetoto's Earring Tarutaru only, +2 Str +1 Vit, from ENM Automaton Assault 61 Minuet Earring +1 STR, +1 DEX, get this, especially when often in party with a bard, latent kicks in when Minuet is on you 63 Merman's Earring
This is the HQ of the Coral Earring, +att/-eva, and give -2% magic damage taken, sweet 65 Diabolos's Earring The usefulness of this item is questionable - more for +acc junkies. Do not underestimate weaponskills like Backhand Blow. It lacks Treasure Hunter from /thf, so I am not sure if the reduced downtime is worth it. It is rare/ex and a pain to
get, but you plain have to. From 25 on it starts to depend on your target mob. The quest involves a drop from Deadly Dodo, Morbolger and Nue. Neck Short comment on Neck pieces, since my choices Some discussions. Ananis basically, 2 things must / can be covered with ana is: need and force. So, the precision equipment back to the game. His
ability to transform the monster confidently makes you the friend of all thieves of these levels (at least from 60 to 65). Kirin falls again, can be purchased, very expensive. But - the final delay of the attack is calculated by adding base delay and delay of weapons. 14 Ring of Courage +2 Forces, and resistance to fire - It is not cheap; Use the +1 version,
you will fight against many crabs, and they have high defense. They are the only hand weapon with HP drain. Summoner You can skillchain with the avatar, but nothing efficient. Abjuration falls only from Kirin. (If you are elvaan, you get to repent of playing monk on now ¢ s ;-)) 18 cotton Sitabaki defense, and without sublgar - but do not rejoice much
... 58 Spartan Cesti very good Weapon, there is a discussion if you should get these or stick to the tm + 2 hooks, so I say experiencing you and pick them up if you do not get the hooks TM +2. Without utsusemi: ni this purpose is quite difficult to achieve, then I personally avoid before lvl 74, but sometimes you only need those 3 utsusemi shadows: ichi
samurai is a good subjob for some situation HNM owes due to meditating, where you can not melt to win tp. Make yourself feel like adding things I lost. 30 Ring divider listed only for completeness. +10 All statistics are difficult to beat. 72 Pohluwan Dastanas assault gear. If the tank dies, more often than not, everyone dies. It is not easy to get, since
they are rare / ex and fall of three elves in Phomiuna Aqueducts, which is a Lvl 40 area. Whatever. The actual meat eater with very good ACC configuration may want the + 3ACC, another configuration probably does not care. You will be at a party that takes care of the .etnemavon .etnemavon a§Ãnaila ed uitsised e tsalB ihC ues o a§Ãaf ,a§Ãnaila a
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eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht eht lyt EHT Tha .Niaga Knat EHT or Detrap EHT NAC KCATTA EtTTTTY EtT Taht Taht Taht taht MP, so you probably go to the MP MP. This should transform the monster toward the tank, but this is also the time when the tank uses, to ensure that the monster hatred is on it. 73 Art
Shura Togi from an abjuration Dryiadica: Body and a damn Togi. There is no excuse for not having them a grips note: Even if body weapons to body be equipped as a two-hand weapon, they do not count as two-hand weapons and, As such, a handle can not be equipped with body weapons to body. Widescan is very useful for this. Once a lost hit on this
WS Dói more than 10%, most monks do not exchange the precision gear by state gear for WS. It adds precision, and on the level 10 DRG attack ba'nus, and the jumps. Legs Legs - Yes, a monk shows his legs most of the career 1 bronze sublgar defense 8 Sitabaki defense 11 brass sublgar defense, and better get accustomed to that subling look 16 bone
subligar defense, and more subligar look ... excellent choice for MNK, obtained in the position of wings of the NPC allied notes in the past for 50k (75K) AN in the pasturst past. 75 Mars's Ring Accuracy +8 Attack +8, obtained after some searches and negotiation in a sin of insolence, which is a drop of absolute virtue at sea, where you can only go
with almost finished COP. Especially with a War or Nin tank, the well timed provoke keeps the softer party in most cases. If you want to transform the crowd to SATA, this is always your choice. Alone is a good piece less hurry, but more need and str, this piece is much better with all the set though. Now - high delay is relative, a high delayed weapon
will have about 100 delays, a low delayed weapon near 0. Summary you may want to give it a shot, and depending on the gear for the different submarines you can See some good results. As one of the choices for the otlassa otlassa 5+ me pooL mrotS 05 atierid ,mis ,GQ .meganergne ed o£Ã§Ãarugifnoc artuo e laossep aicnªÃreferp ed edneped sam
,laerehtE airireferp ue NA ed +10 (Rare evaluation of ??? 70 black black reward from the pursuit of accompaniment of the brown belt. Reward for defeating the pilot Cometh (Odin Prime). I would say, if you are not rich, for example, just leave them on the side, you will not gimped without them, especially because ... Job specific merits Group 1 cost
per update: [1> 2> 3> 4> 5] Max Combo: 10 max per item: 5 Although the focus, the Dodge and the chakra Nice and their best to get them back faster, these rites are not really worth the effort. 51 Accura Cape 3 Accuracy (4 for HQ) will do with you no more than 3 attacks. Since you don't ask for everything you don't need. They can be cheap, but up
to 1 gil© too expensive for them. So, everything in everything, you can't get something like +52 realistically, and more if you don't put real estate on it, ideally +83. Avatar fans are definitely not worth it. Still a good option if you change the ring to chi exploos. Belt 1 white belt +1 str - in my opinion Stick a lvl 18 1 Blood stone +5 hp 1 pellet belt
disens ES Pellets, to pull, can be an option, personally I would not recommend. The other version is that you will not tank the first moments of the fight, until the thief runs the SATA in the tank. In the Attribute category, you cannot distribute at the maximum +5 in your attributes. 75 Usukane Haramaki A very strong body obtained from rescue. Merits
Merit Points can be accumulated After hitting Level 75 with a job, for more information µs about mAbitrites Check the page of the HP / MP mAbitrite and the attributes in the first of these two cases, you do not have the option to get more HP or more MP, in steps of 10 and atA© 8 mAbitritos in the all µ category together. Basically, there are two µ
constructions, one for rush and one for kick attacks. And the conversion to MP (which doesn't reduce damage caused) gives you a bit of a boost when doing things like skill guard with the RDM Sub. If your ls likes to give you some, you don't have ma§Ãnal ma§Ãnal es etnemlareg sniN ,olpmexe rop ,euq ¡Ãj 73 Shura Sunine-eaten dry abjuration: Pan
gear. The damage is ok, and its main damage is treated over time for every punch. A monk can tank in Valkurm dunes, which is the first traditional foundation for Exp of Saída at a party. 1-10 The time to play alone. Are you looking for a specific NPC or cultivating a specific multid? 68 snake subligar +5 need and -4 inmity. 21-25 Generally, the parts
go to Qufim Island to EXP now - and after the first worms that move to crabs and more crabs, and maybe some pugs. It lacks the advantages of the ability to provoke, so that you can no longer do the backup tank. Extreme HMO hard. Still, if hate control is needed, this is a good choice. 72 Earring Hollow +2 Dex +3 Acc - Apocalypse Nigh Well, we do
not stake in Dex until now, why should we now? Stay at the 10 pieces of LVL 37 37 Cavalier 2 Vitas, some defense ... But a massive evasion. Using it for soil? Latent is activated by having the main level of work divisible by 5 (30,35,40,45,50,557,60,65,70,75,80,85,90.95). The departure zones and the areas around the 3 cliffs, Holla - Dem - MEA, will be
your home. Changes or questions should be discussed at the discussion page. Whatever it is, here we go. 70 Upgrade of Tathlum Black Tiphia Sting, guivre drops in the previous version, not from the Kufftal Tunnel. You do not have spells Dena, which makes it compared to white wizard. +4 Vit, +2 Agi 50 Raven Jupon good if you have hate problems,
which you will have with a nin tank and no SATA, for example, 57 Scorpion Scorpion +10 need +10 EVA "You must get him, though he dowed, though he said his balance from Gil. 32-60 After starting in these levels, nothing changes much. I would not recommend starting earlier with this, since these last steps actually make the difference. The
impulse of sushi is very strong, then It does not need each piece of ACC equipment, such as the charm of the pavon. Good if you can not pay or get Black Tathlum. Blue magician I'm not sure about it, this, It has some uses in PVP, but it is not a combination for a party as much as I know. It is expensive, but will harm your finances unless you are rich.
Your gear is not exactly Chr also boosting, so you would have to go a long way to make it a little useful. 25 Republic Subls +5 Attack, +1 Vit - There is nothing better than these for a long time - I hope you are already accustomed to this subling look, because ... the nomives provided here are the New base delays for to-hand: lvl 01 - ma i = 400 lvl 16 ma II = 380 lvl 31 - ma iii = 360 lvl 46 - ma iv = 340 lvl 61 - ma v = 320 lvl 75 - ma vi = 300 Some notes at the base delay and gun speed - You see your base delay, even in your fastest version, the 75 is still about 3 times more than the weapon the slower hand . Very good choice if you can obtain it. Drop Ring of Level 7 Leujoam Sanctum Assault,
Azure Experiences Mission. Having the ability to use strikes shape is a good idea, but the update is not worth it. 58 Cycles of the temple your body piece. 74 Cuchulain Mantle extremely expensive, but contest more need than anything. If contrary, you will still be beating things, and never before you are so good at it. This is even more true in parts
later 30-69. Targets are more often crabs than not, so you want something to go through your high defense. When you hit as 95% of the time, you can try to go for more damage and less need, equipping the forc gear instead of precision equipment. This subjob is often used for parts of TP burn. Ear basically, the ear slot is easy - always goes with the
best + attack / evasion attack you can reach your level, and you should be practically defined. If you want to go to the total power with this work skill before that, just go for any + mnd you can get it. Eat meat if you don't have precision problems, but switch to sushi if µ avoid it too much for your taste. That means you're not really going 70 Astrolabe
Drop from Marquis Sabnock (NM)in Castle Zvahl Baileys. Only in the end a monk strays from that path. 72 Melee Hose your dynamis artifact armor for the legs, and rejoice, this is the point where you are finally no longer needed to wear subligar - if you can get this piece, which is not that easy... Get it, do not waste your and your parties time with
anything less 51 Kung Fu Shoes you'll think: "Why these, they do not have any bonus?" but here it goes: They have a hidden stat "Enhances Kick Attack damage by 25" (equivalent to weapon with DMG +25), they enhance your kick attacks, the passive ability you got at lvl 50. The damage output from DRG sub is said to be higher, i personally have yet
to see data on this. On HNMs you are... SATA with Howling Fist or later with Dragon Kick works nicely, but your overall damage output is slightly reduced. That also means that this sub starts working on level 70, since Sublimation is level 35 Scholar. When you are looking at monks in levels 70+, ask around a bit and try some stuff out, it all breaks
down to some easy choices. Good choice if you have accuracy problems. 54 Birdbanes make a good choice against flying enemies such as Colibri, Puks, and Imps, but stick with prior weapons for other mob families. Warrior Your main subjob, you can backup provoke, have added attack, Double Attack, Berserk, and so on. NQ: Enhances Kick Attack
damage by 27 (equivalent to weapon with DMG +27), HQ: Enhances Kick Attack damage by 30 (equivalent to weapon with DMG +30) Note:Wulong Shoes +1's Kick Attack damage bonus is the same as Dune Boots. 34 Horomusha Kote A nice, slightly cheaper, alternative to Ochiudo's Kote. Scholar Can be a good sub for soloing, since you gain Aspir,
Regen II, cures and can regain mp via Sublimation. 75 Strigoi Ring +6 STR ring. Nothing more monk specific left. Crabs have high defense, not the best enemy for a monk. You are dealing damage, and doing your Do not let yourself be fooled by the high damage numbers of your weaponskill together with Sneak Attack and Trick Attack (SATA) - your
single punches do less, and that is noticeable. The only actual throwing weapons are the pebble and the astragalos - with pebbles stacking only to 12 and, as such, not very useful; Astragalos are almost never available since it is too expensive in the crafting process. 60-73 The levels where party leaders actually start to look for monks. Very difficult to
obtain. 75 Usukane Sune-Ate The best feet for MNK that come from Salvage. Salvage.
Comment by TegoZanduba As you complete your Class Order Hall Campaigns on different classes, you can earn additional achievements: A Glorious Campaign for your first; A Heroic Campaign after your third (where you'll also have gotten Terrific Trio); An Epic Campaign for your fifth (where you'll also have gotten Quintessential Quintet); And the
un-expected, for completing … 19/9/2015 · Version: 3.0.10 ~~ Updated for 3.0 ~~ If you reference or host a version of this guide on another site (which is fine by me), the version number will tell you if your copy is out of date. The first two numbers are the patch I have updated the guide for, and I'll increment the last number by one every time I
make an edit. Warning: This guide may contain inaccurate … 2/5/2018 · Introduction One of the major additions in the World of Warcraft expansion Legion are the Class Order Halls which act as base of operations against the Legion for your class. Each of the twelve classes has their own unique zone to develop your class Artifact Weapon and
progress on the Order Hall Campaign.Some of the Class Halls are already known to the World of … Made by taking an unblessed symbol to Brother Jered on the 1 st floor [UK] 2 nd floor [US] of the Edgeville Monastery, which requires 31 to enter. The Amulet of power also gives a Prayer bonus, but it is only +1. Monk's robe top +6 Found on the 1 st
floor [UK] 2 nd floor [US] of the Edgeville Monastery, which requires 31 to enter. Monk's robe ... Rogue 1.5 Epic. Fatestealer Step 1. After Completing the 1.0 Rogue epic or Pre-Quest go to Stanos Herkanor in Highpass Hold.Hail him to receive the following text. If you don’t get this text you won’t be able to progress in the 1.5 Quest.
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